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Sales Manual 
Part II 

In this sales manual, you’ll be able to 

show how to make a song and create a 

WAV file of the song. 
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Newly Designed Sequencer 

Below are the main features of the Fantom-G’s sequencer. 

 

128 MIDI tracks and 24 Audio Tracks 

   

Realtime time stretch of 

the audio tracks. 

The MIDI/audio track order 

can be changed freely. 

8.5 inch widescreen LCD 

for easily viewing a lot of info. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Directly connect mics and 

guitars and record. 

Connect a mouse (sold 

separately) for direct control. 

8 sliders for quickly adjusting 

the track levels. 
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How to Demo the Sequencer 

Here’s an example of how you can show the sequencer. You can use the Arpeggio and the Chord Memory 

function to automatically create and record cool phrases.  

First, lets choose an empty song 

   

1) Turn on the power. 2) Press SONG. 3) Press (or click) F1 (Song 

List). 

   

4) Use the cursor buttons, 

value dial, or the mouse to 

select INIT SONG. This is an 

empty song. 

5) Press (or click) F8 (Load). 6) Press (or click) F7 (OK). 

 

Next, let’s choose a drum kit and record a pattern 

   

1) Press STUDIO. 2) Use the cursor buttons (or 

the mouse) to select part 10. 

3) Press (or click) F1 (Patch 

List) to select a drum kit. 
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4) Use the cursor keys, value 

dial, or the mouse to select a 

drum kit. 

5) Use the keyboard to listen 

to the sounds or press (or 

click) F7 (Preview) to listen to 

a short phrase of that drum 

kit. 

6) Press (or click) F8 (Select) 

when you decide to use the 

selected drum kit. (For 

example, select “002:SF 

Std Kit 1”) 

 

   

7) Press SONG. Make sure 

that track 1 is selected. 

8) Press REC. 9) Make the following 

settings.  

 

* To select the value box, use the cursor buttons or the mouse. To change the value, use the value dial, DEC and 

INC buttons, or the jog wheel of the mouse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For this example, make these settings. For a full description of each setting, please refer to the owner’s manual. 

Rec Length = 0002 01 000 

In this example, we will record 

and loop for 2 measures. 

Loop Switch = ON 

This will loop a portion of 

a song and you can keep 

recording and adding 

more notes to that same 

portion. For example, you 

can record each drum 

sound individually while 

looping the section, and 

end up with a complete 

phrase  

Input Quantize = GRID 

This automatically adjusts your 

playing to an accurate time. 

Even if you don’t play 

accurately, you can get a perfect 

rhythm. By default, the 

Resolution is set to “16th notes” 

and the Quantize Strength is set 

to “100%”. 
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10) Press (or click) F8 (Start). After 1 measure (4 metronome 

clicks), record the following. 

 

A. 1st Loop B. 2nd Loop C. 3rd Loop 

Record the kick (C2 key). Next, snare (E2 key). Next, hi-hat (F2# key). 

Example: The metronome will 

play 8 clicks in total. Play the 

kick on 1, 3, 5, 7 of the click. 

Example: Play the snare on 2, 

4, 6, 8 of the metronome. 

Example: Play the hi-hat on all 

of the metronome clicks and 

on the upbeats. 

 

Example Drum Pattern 

 • Click 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   

 A. Kick (C2) •       •       •       •       

 B. Snare (E2)     •       •       •       •   

 C. Hi-Hat (F2#) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

 

 

If you press (or click) F7 (Rehearsal) while recording, you can 

play the keyboard without recording anything to the 

sequencer. This function is good for practicing a phrase or 

checking a sound before you actually record it. 

 

 

If you made a mistake, press (or click) F6 (Erase), and hold 

the key that you want to erase. Hold two keys to erase every 

note in between those keys. If you hold F7 (Erase All), it will 

erase all of the notes while you are holding this down. 
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11) Press STOP. 12) Press PLAY to listen to the 

recorded phrase. 

If you want to start over … 

  

1) Make sure you are in the 

Song Edit screen. If you are 

not, press F8 (Song Edit). 

2) Press F2 (Delete) to delete 

the phrase 

 

Next, lets record the bass 

   

1) Press the button that 

jumps to the beginning of the 

song. 

2) Use the cursor keys (or the 

mouse) to select track 2. 

3) Press STUDIO. 

 

   

4) Use the cursor keys (or the 

mouse) to select part 1. 

5) Press (or click) F1 (Patch 

List). 

6) Press (or click) F2 

(Categ/Down) to select “Bass” 

or “Synth Bass”. 
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7) Use the up and down 

cursors keys, value dial, or the 

mouse to select a patch. 

8) Use the keyboard or press 

(or click) F7 (Preview) to listen 

to the sound. 

9) Press (or click) F8 (Select) 

when you decide to use the 

selected sound. (For 

example, try “568: Funk 

Bass” in the “Bass” 

category.) 

 

   

10) Press SONG. 11) Press REC. The previous 

settings are retained and we’ll 

use the same settings again. 

12) Press (or click) F8 (Start). 

After 1 measure (4 clicks), you 

can record. 

 

   

13) Play a bass phrase for 2 

measures (8 metronome 

counts). 

14) Press STOP. 

 

15) Press PLAY to listen to the 

results. 

 

 

You can use the Arpeggio and the Chord Memory function to create and record cool phrases. 

OR 
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13-1) Press ARPEGGIO to 

turn it on. Hold the C1 key. 

The notes will be played 

automatically. (If you’re using 

a Fantom-G6, press the –OCT 

button, to shift the octave of 

the keyboard.) 

13-2) Press CHORD 

MEMORY. Hold the C1 key 

again. It’ll automatically play 

different notes in the key of C 

Major. (Hold SHIFT and press 

CHORD MEMORY to change 

the key.) 

13-3) To change the arpeggio 

pattern, hold the SHIFT 

button and press ARPEGGIO. 

Try changing the “Style”, 

“Variation”, and “Motif”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

13-4) Press SONG. 13-5) Press REC. Use the 

same recording settings. 

13-6) Press F8 (Start). 

 

 

13-7) Hold the C1 key after the 1 

measure (4 beats) count-in. 

 

For example, try these settings  

• Style -> 076: BASS PHR 

• Variation -> 3 

• Motif -> PHRASE 
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Next, lets record a keyboard backing phrase 

   

1) Press the button that 

jumps to the beginning of the 

song. 

2) Press the down cursor key 

(or use the mouse) to go to 

track 3. 

3) Press STUDIO. 

 

 

 

   

4) Select part 2 with the 

cursor keys (or with the 

mouse). 

5) Press (or click) F1 (Patch 

List). 

6) Use the F1 (Categ/Up) and 

F2 (Categ/Down) buttons, or 

the mouse to select “EL. 

Piano”. 

 

   

7) Use the up and down 

cursor keys, or the value dial, 

or the mouse (click or jog 

wheel) to select the patch. 

8) Play the keyboard or press 

(or click) F7 (Preview) to listen 

to the sound. 

9) Press (or click) F8 (Select) 

if you decide to use the 

selected patch. (For 

example, try “076: 

Vintg.EP”.) 
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10) Press SONG. 11) Press REC. We’ll use the 

same recording setting again. 

12) Press F8 (Start).  

 

   

13) After 1 measure (4 

counts), play and record for 2 

measures. 

14) Press STOP after 2 

measures. 

15) Press PLAY to listen to the 

results. 

 

 

If you want to use the Arpeggio and the Chord Memory again, you need to assign them to Part 2 because 

these functions can only be assigned to one part at a time. Below is how to do it. 

   

13-1) In the STUDIO mode, 

press (or click) F3 (Part View). 

13-2) Use the F1 (Group/Up) 

& F2 (Group/Down), or the 

mouse to select the 

“Keyboard” category. 

13-3) Use the cursor keys (or 

the mouse) to select the Part 

2’s ARP (Arpeggio) switch. 

OR 
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13-4) Use the value dial, INC 

button, or the mouse’s jog 

wheel to turn on the ARP 

switch. 

13-5) Now, lets choose a 

different arpeggio phrase. 

Hold SHIFT and then press 

ARPEGGIO. 

13-6) Change the “Style”, 

“Variation”, and “Motif”. Try 

different settings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

13-7) Press SONG. 13-8) Press REC. Use the 

same recording settings. 

13-9) Press F8 (Start). 

 

 

13-10) Hold the C3 key after 

1 measure (4 beats) count-in. 

For example, try these settings 

• Style -> 081: EP PROGRES2 PHR 

• Variation -> 5 

• Motif = PHRASE 
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Now lets just the levels of the 3 instruments while looping this section 

   

1) Press PLAY to listen to the 

loop of the recorded tracks. 

2) Press Studio. 3) Adjust the levels with the 

sliders. 

* Use slider 1 to adjust the bass level, and slider 2 for the electric piano. 

* Press F8 to select parts 9 to 16, and use slider 2 to adjust the drum level. 

* If you have a mouse connected, you can adjust the levels by dragging the sliders. 

 

Next, lets show the audio track. 

If you don’t have a mic or a guitar to connect to the Fantom-G, no problem. In this example, we’ll assign preset 

audio files (samples) to the audio track. 

   

1) Press SONG. 2) Press the button that 

jumps to the beginning of the 

song. We’ll assign a vocal 

sample at the beginning. 

3) Use the down cursor key 

(or the mouse) to select track 

9, which is an audio track by 

default. 

 

   

4) Press SAMPLE. We’ll first 

listen to the preset samples. 

5) Press (or click) F1 (Sample 

List). 

6) Use the up and down 

cursor buttons, the value dial, 

or the mouse to select a 

sample. 
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7) Press (or click) F7 

(Preview) to listen to the 

sample. For example, 

select “0008 Ooo”. 

8) Press SONG. 9) Press (or click) F8 (Song 

Edit) to go to the Song Edit 

screen. If you are already in 

the Song Edit screen, you 

don’t have to do this. 

 

   

10) Press (or click) F1 

(Insert). 

11) Select “0008 Ooo”. 12) Press (or click) F8 

(Select). 

 

 

13) Press PLAY to listen to the 

result. 
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Assign a vocal sample with a short phrase. We’ll demo the realtime time stretch. 

   

1) Press the button that 

jumps to the beginning of the 

song. 

2) Press the down cursor (or 

click with mouse) to select 

track 10 (audio track 2). 

3) Press the button that 

moves the measure  forward. 

 

   

4) If you are not in the Song 

Edit screen, press (or click) F8 

(Song Edit). 

5) Press (or click) F1 (Insert). 6) Select “0002: Oo Baby” 

with cursor keys, value dial, or 

with the mouse. 

 

   

7) Press (or click) F8 (Select). 8) Press the button that 

jumps to the beginning of the 

song. 

9) Press PLAY to listen to the 

result. 
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10) Press TEMPO. 11) Make the tempo slower 

and faster with the value dial 

(or with the jog wheel of the 

mouse.) 

 

If you have a mic, record vocals directly to the Fantom-G! 

   

1) Press the button that 

jumps to the beginning of the 

song. 

2) Select another audio track. 3) Press REC. The audio 

recording setting pop-up 

window will appear. 

 

Use the cursor keys, value dial (or the mouse) to make the following settings. 

 

4) Press (or click) F8 (Start) and record the vocals. After 1 measure 

(4 metronome clicks) record the vocals. The recording will stop 

automatically other 2 measures. 

 

5) Press PLAY to listen to the results 

 

 

 

The recorded phrase can be time stretched without the pitch being 

affected! 

1) Press TEMPO. 

2) Make the tempo slower and faster with the value dial (or with 

the jog wheel of the mouse.) 

* Try to keep the tempo 

within a speed that 

sounds musical. If you 

make it too fast or too 

slow, the audio sample 

will sound strange. 
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Recording Time 

 

• By default (32 MB) 

Approximately 360 seconds in mono, or 180 seconds in stereo. 

• When the memory is expanded with DIMM (max 544 MB = 512 MB DIMM + 32 MB Internal) 

Approximately 108 minutes in mono, or 54 minutes in stereo. 
 

Adjust the levels of the audio track while looping 

* If the playback is not looping … press (or click) F5 (Loop) -> press the button that jumps to the beginning of 

the song -> Press (or click) F5 (Set Start) -> Press the button that moves the measure forward. Move it 2 

measures -> Press (or click) F6 (Set End) -> Press PLAY. 

1) Press STUDIO. 

2) Use the F7 or F8 buttons until the Audio Track tab is selected and until tracks 1 to 8 are selected. You can also 

use the mouse to directly select the Audio Track tab. 

3) Use the sliders (or drag with the mouse) to adjust the levels. 

 

* Try adding some reverb by setting the cursor to the Reverb Send knob, and turn the value dial. 

* With a mouse, you can use the jog wheel or drag the knob up and down to adjust the value. 

* To readjust your MIDI tracks, go to the Internal tab. 
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Other Useful Functions 

 

Name the track 

Lets name MIDI track 1 to “Drums”. 

 

1) Select track 1 with the cursor keys or with the mouse. 

2) Press (or click) F7 (Song Util). 

3) Select “Track Name” with the cursor keys, value dial, or with the mouse. 

4) Press (or click) F8 (Select). 

5) Name the track. 

Value Dial = change the letter. 

Cursor Down = change the letter to lower case. 

Cursor Up = change the letter to capitol. 

Cursor Right = move right. 

Cursor Left = move left. 

F5 (Delete) = delete the letter. 

F6 (Insert) = insert a space. 

6) After you are done, press (or click) F8 (OK). 

 

Change the track order 

You can rearrange the tracks to whatever order you like. So you can organize the structure of your songs. Lets 

try moving track 9 (Audio 1) to the top. 

 

1) Select audio track 1 with the cursor buttons or with the mouse. 

2) Press (or click) F7 (Track Util). 

3) Select “Zoom/Track Order” with the cursor buttons, value dial, or with the mouse. 

4) Press (or click) F8 (Select). 

5) Use the value dial to change the track order to “1”. 

6) Press (or click) F8 (Close). 
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Export your song to a WAV file 

 

Let’s resample your song to make a WAV file. 

 

1) Press the button that jumps to the beginning of the song. 

2) Press SAMPLING. 

3) Press (or click) F2 (Re-Sampling). 

4) Press (or click) F2 (Auto Trig). 

5) Press PLAY. 

6) Press F7 (Stop) after the song completes its playback. 

7) Sample Edit screen will appear. Hold F7 (Preview) to listen to it. 

8) Press F1 (Sample List). 

9) Press F2 (Save). 

10) Press F8 (OK). 

11) Press F8 (Write). 

12) Press F7 (OK). 

 

Next, we’ll copy this WAV file to your computer. 

 

1) Press MENU. 

2) Select “USB Storage” with the cursor keys or with the value dial. 

3) Press ENTER. 

4) Press F1 (Internal). 

5) You can now access the Fantom-G’s internal memory with your computer. 

 

Windows = Go to My Computer -> double-click the “FANTOM G” drive -> double-click the “FantomG.Prj” 

folder -> double-click the “SMPL” folder -> copy the WAV file with the number that you saved it to. 

 

Mac = The “FANTOM G” drive icon will appear on the desktop -> double-click the “FANTOM G” drive -> 

double-click the “FantomG.Prj” folder -> double-click the “SMPL” folder -> copy the WAV file with the number 

that you saved it to. 


